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HISTORY of the FANATICS MARATHON and HALF MARATHON (revised) by Ian Hill

Everyone knows about the Fanatics Half Marathon and associated events run on Christmas Day at West

Lakes. Over the years many people have made the effort to get up early and participate in one of the three

distances on offer starting at 6:00 am. It is regarded as a social run with no entry forms and no fee, but

organisers do provide drinks, a map and a marked course.

After runners have completed their chosen event they can write their time on a sheet of paper and these

are compiled into a set of results and published, usually at the South Australian Road Runners Club (SARRC)

web site. Since the advent of GPS watches personal results can also be found on the internet.

This is a revised edition of an earlier release at the Good Friday Bun Run in April 2019 after another four

years of results were located in SARRC archives by Doug Kewley, adding another 303 finish times.

How the Fanatics started in 1981, as a marathon

These clippings tell the story of how the Christmas Day Fanatics event came to be, way back in 1981. It

started as a throwaway line by Gil McIntosh when asked at Adelaide Harriers training in December 1981

what he was doing on Christmas Day and he replied “running a marathon”. Word got around and next thing

McIntosh knew he was actually organising a marathon.

This clip is from The Advertiser of Thursday, 24 December 1981.

Gil McIntosh recently revealed that the mystery girl at Adelaide Harriers was Jessica Lea!

Gil’s main assistant for this inaugural Fanatics Marathon and successive years was the late Max Barnes who

acted as timekeeper and organiser of the other volunteers. Max was well known to everyone in his role as

“half-way announcer” in the Festival City Marathon each year.
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The results were printed in The Advertiser on Saturday 26 December 1981. The report by Peter Haynes

reads as if it was an officially conducted athletics event , complete with career achievements by the male

and female winners.

A report in the first issue of the SARRC’s new journal SA Running, February 1982 includes a photo of Gil

McIntosh and John Carlton who finished together for second place in the marathon. Leaning against the

sign is fellow Adelaide Harriers athlete John Pitcher who came second in the half marathon with a time of

1:22:22 while applauding is Anita Wood from Enfield Harriers who ran the 13 km option.
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Gil McIntosh has kindly provided his results sheet from this inaugural Fanatics Marathon, complete with

intermediate time splits where possible:

In keeping with making this unofficial event as “authentic” as possible Gil produced a finisher’s certificate

with signatures from the race director and an irrelevant authority, the Minister for Arts and Farces!
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The West Lakes course (see map on p17) was first used in 1979 for the State Marathon Championships. In

1980 three marathons were run on it; the Olympic Trials, the State Marathon and the National Marathon.

The fastest lap was run by Gerard Barrett, winner of the Olympic Trial with a 65 minute second half to

record 2:11:42 for the marathon. Robert de Castella was second in 2:12:24, Chris Wardlaw third in 2:12:47

and Garry Henry fourth in 2:13:11. This course or variations of it continued to be used for the State

Marathon. In later years the start and finish were moved away from Brebner Drive. The Fanatics events

have always been run on the original course used for the 1980 Olympic Trial.

1982 Fanatics Marathon

Following the success of the first Fanatics event it was held again and the February 1983 issue of SA

Running had this report:

Winner Peter Schultz was described as “indestructible” because of his record in ultra marathons and his

ability to recover quickly from them. He won the inaugural Adelaide to Victor Harbor event in 1981 and was

noted as having covered the second marathon distance during that run in 2:55! His marathon PB in

December 1982 was 2:29:28 and he went on to run 2:24:44 in the 1983 Adelaide Marathon, a time which

remains as the fastest by an SA resident.

Gil’s prized 1982 certificate features the extraordinary sight of a running Christmas tree!
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The course

Although the course was the correct distance for the first two years it is likely that in some years the

marathon and half marathon were slightly shorter because a complete lap of the circuit was then about

200m less than 21.1 km. The turnaround point on Bartley Tce used to be near Lower St, which is about

100m shorter than the turning point for the exact half marathon, just past Kingfisher Drive. This was slightly

offset by a longer distance of 15m run on Old Port Road in the early days compared to that run on the

footpath now on the inside curve. For the official marathon events the start line was always adjusted to

compensate, being much closer to West Lakes Boulevard than the finish line. It is unlikely the runners in the

later Fanatics events would have realised this anomaly and therefore they probably started and finished at

the same point on Brebner Drive.

1983 Fanatics Marathon

The event continued in 1983 and was described in the February 1984 SA Running report as “now annual”,

with some 36-odd runners taking part, as well as a couple of sane ones!

Having participated in the event for the first time I can state that the half marathon course that year was

about 200m short and therefore the marathon was 400m short, not that it mattered. Joe Petkovic made

sure I ran much faster than I originally intended and I secured a rare victory over him at that distance.

It was much the same in the marathon where Tony McCool kept the pressure on John Carlton. Both have

marathon PBs in the low 2:30s.
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The certificate featured Santa for the first time and acknowledged the early start time.

1984-86 Fanatics Marathons

Information is scarce for the following three years. The event was not even listed in “What’s on until

February” in the October 1984 issue of SA Running. Nor was there any report of it in the following issue. It

did take place though and Gil produced this hilarious certificate for 1984:

To be certified sane by Spike Milligan is indeed an endorsement to be treasured and perhaps this edition of

the Fanatics featured a setting full moon, going by Gil’s alternative title!
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It was listed in the December 1985 issue of SA Running and in March 1986 Brian Chapman gave it the

briefest of write-ups when he wrote in his “Up Front” column:

The Fanatics Marathon on Christmas Morning failed to unearth any potential – no offence to winners

Shane Sody (3:17) and Annie Ashwell (4:04).

Gil has found more information about 1985 and it turns out that Shane Sody’s exact time was 3:17:33. This

was his fourth marathon and followed his PB of 3:02:48 set in the Australian Championship Marathon in

Sydney earlier in the year. There was a tie for the women’s honour and it would appear that Chapman gave

Annie Ashwell the nod by virtue of her alphabetic precedence over Helen O’Connor as they both recorded

4:04:20 and were accompanied by Tony Ashwell and Greg Coulter who had the same time.

It would appear that Santa Claus had intended to run the marathon swiftly going by the “back in 3 hours”

note attached to the sleigh but must have snuck back early and unnoticed by the timekeepers and

continued on his round-the-world duties.

Like 1984, the 1986 event was not listed nor reported, but it did take place according to the 1987 report

and of course the certificate which refers to the traditional carol some of us only pretend to sing.
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1987 Fanatics Marathon

The March 1988 issue of SA Running published the following report of the 1987 event. It confirmed that the

Fanatics Marathon was now in its seventh year. In keeping with the spirit of the event scribe Annie Ashwell

managed to misspell her husband’s surname and both of organiser Gil McIntosh’s names!

Bob Wiese, Tony Ashwell and Helen O’Connor ran together and by the look of it, after stopping for snacks,

took some time out on their second lap on Bower Road to soothe their feet in the lake before continuing.

After 1987

Gil has located the full results for 1988 and 1990 and took the time to rewrite them as they had become

sodden while in storage but still legible. In 1988 Greg Coulter ran the marathon somewhat faster than his

1985 canter and recorded 3:25:16. Greg’s PB is 2:34:49 in the 1985 Adelaide Marathon. In a repeat of their

1987 antics the trio of Helen O’Connor, Bob Wiese and Tony Ashwell sauntered their two laps in 4:26:50

and must have spent an extra ten minutes doing their paddle in the lake.
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In the half marathon Joe Petkovic led a field of 22 in a leisurely 1:16:32, five and a half minutes ahead of

Steve Dunn, with Bob Orlowski a further three minutes back. Mollie Whitehorn had a good contest with

Marcia Sheer, Ros Hancock and Candi Charles to finish a minute or more ahead of them in 1:32:48. Rod

Martin, who finished with Candi Charles, Rob Freak and David Bridges, has supplied another hilarious

certificate, this one for 1988 featuring a running Santa Claus who clearly has his priorities right!

For 1989, once again all we have is a certificate, this time presented in portrait mode with an enormous

Santa face and beard and lots of tiny “elves”.
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To wrap up the 1980s, Gil has revealed that he knows of three more people who finished the marathon in

two different years and they were the only runners to do the marathon that year, but he cannot recall

which years they were. By a process of elimination the years in question are 1984, 1986 and 1989. He

knows the name of one of them, Andrew McComb senior who was the sole marathon finisher, but doesn’t

know his time. McComb completed 21 Adelaide Marathons between 1982 and 2006, his first at age 51 and

appears to have a PB of 3:00:13 in the World Masters Marathon in Melbourne in 1987. This is not quite

certain though because his son with the same name had a PB of just under three hours and there is one

such sub-three marathon in the records with no age given, so it could have been either of them. However

his time in the Fanatics’ marathon is likely to have been several minutes over three hours.

Gil says on the other occasion two young men aged early 20s approached him on Christmas morning and

said they wanted to run the marathon which would be their first. He queried them to ascertain whether

they were up to it and they reassured him they had been training. In those days Gil would drive around the

course to check on the welfare of all participants and carry extra water so he allowed them to start.

They successfully negotiated the first half and continued on the second lap all the way to Frederick Road

when Gil came across them walking slowly. When they spotted him they were ready to give up, but Gil

would have none of that and told them they had less than three km to go and because they had come so

far they would later regret not finishing. They complained of exhaustion so Gil drove further along the

course to a shop and bought bottles of coke and a bag of snakes for the young men. With these

refreshments and Gil’s encouragement they managed to finish. They were grateful for Gil’s assistance and

the fact that he would not allow them to give up when they were otherwise in good health. However they

were never seen again at any races or fun runs!

1990s

The event was listed in the SARRC’s calendar in 1990, still as a marathon and Gil’s certificate – for the tenth

year – included the newspaper clippings from the inaugural 1981 Fanatics and what must be unique in

World Marathon History – “Singing Ability”!

Steve Bray took the event seriously and was the only marathon finisher with 3:04:20. This was his second-

fastest time and only six minutes slower than his PB run in the 1986 State Championship from Gawler to

Adelaide. He went on to beat that with 2:54:19 in the 1992 Adelaide Marathon and completed about

twenty marathons in a career from 1981 to 1999.
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Steve Dunn finished first in the half marathon with 1:22:39 in what must have been a frantic fanatics’ finish

with Vince Janonis only three seconds behind and Ron Hine a further twelve seconds back for third place.

The women took it relatively easy with Marcia Sheer and Sonia Ronson sharing the honours in 1:50:02 and

Helen Barnes three minutes behind them. Helen, wife of Max Barnes, participated in many of the Fanatics

half marathons and also ran 18 marathons, with a PB of 3:58:21 in 1989. There were 22 finishers in the half

marathon and an estimated 30 participants overall.

All of Gil’s early certificates were white or shades of grey but from 1987 he used blue, the “Masters” colour.

In 1991 he decided on yellow and admits Santa is a borrowed image from somewhere else!

Unfortunately Gil cannot locate the 1992 certificate but says that frequent participant Helen O’Connor

always had a pen and pad handy to record times and if necessary issue impromptu certificates in case he

“forgot” to bring them! He claims with unconvincing certainty never to have forgotten but nevertheless one

of Helen’s certificates would be worth much more on eBay!
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By 1993 it was back to the white certificate shown above and a reference to the fact that the West Lakes

marathon course (in whatever format) was by then “disused” for official marathons and the reason was

that by then the State Marathon had become permanently incorporated in the Adelaide Marathon. Gil

gives five options for running style but could have also included “all of the above” which is quite possible in

a marathon!

Certificates are also missing for 1994 and 1995 but a report, probably for 1995 was published by an SARRC

Board member and appears below.

Gil kept organising the Fanatics until 1996 and ran the half marathon in 1:42 to mark his final involvement,

a remarkable commitment over sixteen years. His best recollection of the day was a work mate waiting for

him with a cold beer. He also recalls Heather and Ray Paynter participating in the half marathon and a

running rival he could always beat, Ron Ferris of Enfield Harriers, stealing by him in the last kilometre to

finish in 1:41!

He recently sent me a note saying:

Numbers for most years would be a guess but I think always above the dozen. Put it this way, I never

thought it was dying! By 96 I felt the event was sustaining itself, in fact growing with new people

turning out, and certainly not dependent on me. I enjoyed the chance to run the half to mark

retirement!

Gil’s final certificate stated that “the holder was somewhere in the vicinity of West Lakes on Christmas Day

1996 and ... struggled an exact distance of so many kms over an unmarked, unmeasured and unsupervised

course, in some ridiculously fast (self timed) time. Course records will only be acknowledged upon

lodgement of a full carton of cold beer. “
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Fortunately other people were prepared to keep the event going, in particular Rod Martin who began

taking part in 1988. Rod cannot recall exactly when he began to organise it but agrees it must have been

after 1996.

Searching SARRC’s bi-monthly newsletter Footnotes from 1990 until 2007 reveals only a couple of

references to the Fanatics event. The November 1996 issue (#103) has an article written by Michael Walker

who was a Board member at the time. Although timely from the viewpoint of publicising the upcoming

Fanatics run, it reads as a report from a “typical” event without specifying when it was. However most likely

it was from the previous Christmas Day, in 1995 (see below).

In the November 1997 edition of Footnotes the Notice Board stated:

Unofficial Fanatics Marathon/Half Marathon – Christmas Day

This unofficial event has been held now for approx. 12 years and if you are really keen to enjoy that

Christmas dinner then you can do no better than to join the “Fanatics” at 6 o’clock on Christmas

morning. You can opt for the full marathon, half marathon or alternatively, whatever you like!

Details such as the start location and contact people (Tony, Peter, Michael or Rod) were given.
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The SARRC web site started in 1998 and inaugural webmaster George Bennett was instrumental in ensuring

that anything related to running or walking was advertised in a calendar, with a follow-up event report if

possible. Thanks to the Wayback Machine these can still be found today.

The Fanatics run was publicised in the 1999 calendar and from 2000 reports of varying detail have been

written, mostly by George Bennett until 2006 and then by Rod Martin including the most recent run in

2018. In 2003 Doug Kewley wrote the report and included a map of the course as people were getting lost!

This is George Bennett’s report of the 2000 Fanatics Half Marathon:

The Fanatics Christmas Day half marathon went well on a beautiful running morning. Marie Slagter rang

into 5AN just before six to tell listeners about the event. Fourteen intrepid participants lined up at the

start and sang a tuneful rendition of O Come, All Ye Faithful. I am not sure if the West Lake's seagulls will

recover in time for next years. The run around the lake was a wonderful way to start the day. Thanks to

Tony and Annie Ashwell for the provision of the combination map, carol lyrics and run certificates.

George’s 2001 report included a colour photo:

The Fanatics Half at West Lakes on Christmas morning was attended by some 11 fanatics who set off a

touch late at 6:05am on the old State half marathon course. The flat and scenic course is actually a very

good one, enabling a steady even rhythm to be maintained. It could be an excellent spot for a major race

looking for a venue. (It was) a good social run enjoyed by the participants and a great way to start

Christmas Day. I tried to take a few pictures but I’m afraid only one turned out being (from right) John

Curnow, Rod Martin and Jane Bennett just about to finish.

Jane Bennett, Rod Martin and John Curnow near the finish

George wrote a lengthy report in 2002 including a detailed description of the course. This is the second

paragraph describing the progress of the 20 fanatics:
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At 6am the group assembled on the roadway for the start. After a photo, (afraid it turned out too dark)

we were led by Piet in a quick carol and then everyone headed off and was soon spread out in groups

along the course. Out the front were the more competitive, led by Douglas Kewley, who I suspect was the

first home. Surprisingly when I saw the leaders on Bartley Terrace a young lady was in third some 50

metres ahead of a very determined looking Piet. I did hear at the finish that he had caught her but don't

know the final finishing order. There was a group of four or five running around 1:40 pace including

rogainer, Peter Proud and another young lady. Then we had our group which included Rod Martin, Peter

Slagter Jane and I, distance swimmer Rob, triathlete Russell and 'Trak Shak' Ray. Ray proved much too

strong for me in the sprint to the line. Also out there were Dave O'Donnell and the walkers, swimmer

Rob's partner with dog plus a very pacy walking couple. This couple’s speed surprised us all, for as when

we were heading back on Bartley Terrace we met them heading out, not all that far behind us.

Some of the group gathered after the finish. From left Rob Van Wageningen

(the swimmer) and dog, Peter Slagter, unknown, unknown, Rod Martin, Ray

Paynter, Dave O’Donnell, Jane Bennett, George Bennett and David Close

In 2003 the following report was written by Doug Kewley:

Fanatic's Half Marathon, Christmas Day 2003

About 19 people attended. The weather was again very pleasant and no wind at 6 am. After Rod
Martin led the carol singing at the start, all started but not everyone went whole way. A few got
lost despite Rod showing the map before we started (and did some extras to make up) while
others took the shortcut runs as allowed. Rod got some pains and was picked up on Bowers
Road and driven to the finish in style. The humidity started to pick up later at 8 am and so we all
went home. I did 1:29 by myself as unfortunately Michael did not run.

Despite the directions on the 2002 Fanatic’s Report and Rod Martin's map which he showed in
the 5 minutes before the start, a few runners got lost. So to help out in the future, I have scanned
the map from him and here it is. I have edited it and converted it to a small size.

Doug Kewley
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Doug included a copy of Rod Martin’s map which provides an important clue as to the true distance

covered by the runners. Turning at the last bus stop on Bartley Terrace meant the distance was at least

21.0 km. The map also gives some alternative shorter courses.

The 2004 report, written once again by George Bennett, included a full list of results for the first time:

Absolutely perfect weather was enjoyed by 20 participants in this year’s event at West Lakes.

The fast flat course with just a hint of cool breeze across the glass like lake was superb. Runners

gathered for the 6 am start on Brebner Drive, behind the shopping centre. Rod Martin led the

group at the start line in a verse of 'O Come, all ye faithful' before 'Go' was called and the pack

took off. For a non competitive event there were some decidedly competitive runners determined

to finish in a good time. Doug Kewley was off like a rocket, determined to win his third straight

Fanatics and he succeeded by a full minute over a hard chasing Piet Crosby. Piet went for a dip

in the lake to cool down after finishing. Third place went to Ray Berresheim up from Goolwa for

the run. Farthest travelling entrant was Corrie Davel, an ex South African now a Brisbanite, who

was in Adelaide visiting family for Christmas. Corrie has run some 186 events of marathon

distance or longer including 10 Comrades and the Honolulu Marathon 2 weeks ago.
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2004 Fanatics Half Marathon

Most of the twenty fanatics gathered at the start. From left, John Glowik, Ray Berresheim,

unknown, Ted Jones, Kate Buckley, Doug Kewley, Jane Bennett, unknown, unknown, Piet

Crosby, Dean Elliott (obscured), unknown, unknown, Rod Martin, unknown, John Curnow

and Peter Slagter.

Raring to go! George Bennett with knee brace joins the group.
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In 2005 there was some serious competition for three-time winner Doug Kewley and he had to be content

with sixth placing. There was a three-way battle for line honours between 1982 State Marathon champion

(on the same course) Steve Guy, Michael Keyte and Aaron Lange, with Lange prevailing in 1:22:30 and the

others less than twenty seconds behind. Elizabeth Slattery had her division all to herself and ran a

comfortable 1:37. Jane Bennett and Dianne Larsen-Smith followed up with times just under two hours. In

George Bennett’s report he mentioned that Rod Martin had left a clip board for runners to write down their

times after finishing. Four participants in the 8km option did not record their times, but this would be done

in the 2006 event.

Identifying as many as possible, from left John Curnow, Piet Crosby, Steve Guy, Brett Worley, Ray

Berresheim, unknown, Elizabeth Slattery, John Glowik, Jane Bennett, Jim Hoare, Michael Slagter,

Kate Buckley, unknown, Dean Elliott, unknown, Doug Kewley, unknown, Peter Slagter, unknown,

unknown, George Bennett, Rod Martin.

There were 24 participants, 22 of whom are in the photo. One of them must have taken it, leaving one other

unaccounted for. This was about the last time the field was small enough to be captured and identified in

one photo. From this point the number of participants in the Fanatics runs began escalating, reaching a peak

of over 200 during the next decade.

In 2006 George Bennett wrote the Fanatics Half Marathon report for the last time:

This year some 32 participants gathered in the West Lakes shopping centre car park, just after dawn

Christmas morning for the 6am start of the Fanatics. Fortunately the forecast clearing showers didn't

dampen the runners though the weather was remarkably cool for December, just perfect for running.

After the traditional pre start carol, 'O Come All Ye Faithful' had been sung, the field were away on the

fast flat West Lakes course. The event has been going a long time, in fact 2006 participant Roy Sutcliffe

participated in the event some 22 years ago when the event was a full marathon.

First runner home was Michael Varney, 37 seconds ahead of Michael Keyte with 1st women home,
Steph Gaskell just another 21 seconds behind. David Close had the misfortune to get a bit off track and
ended up doing an extra 4kms while walker, Jim Hoare, took a tumble losing some skin but finished,
even though a bit sore. Thanks very much to Rod Martin for the organisation, carol conducting plus the
water and cups left at the turnaround on Bartley Terrace.

Rod had organised a clip board onto which each runner entered their time on finishing. The listing below
is the result. My apologies to those whose names I could not quite make out the spelling of.

Fanatics is great way to start Christmas day, a Christmas present to yourself.
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Looking more like a winter’s morning, several runners have their arms crossed, perhaps hamming it

up for the camera while John Glowik stands defiantly at attention! First across the line, Michael

Varney is in the grey singlet at the far right and 1980s veteran Roy Sutcliffe is second from left.

Steph Gaskell set a new record in the women’s division with a time of 1:25:58, breaking Desiree Letherby’s

long standing mark of 1:27:12 in the inaugural 1981 Fanatics event. Men’s winner Michael Varney (1:25:00)

went on the win the 2013 Barossa Marathon in 2:39:16.

As George noted, the 2006 field included Roy Sutcliffe who ran the Fanatics Marathon twice in the early

1980s, both times within a minute of three hours. Now aged over 75 years, Roy managed a very good

2:02:21 for the half marathon and ran it one last time in 2009. Roy passed away peacefully a year ago.

Fanatics Half Marathons from 2007

The events since 1996 when Gil McIntosh retired were fairly small in terms of numbers of participants and

the tasks of publicity, course marking and drinks provision were undertaken by a small group of “regulars”

who included Rod Martin as organiser, Tony Ashwell, Peter Slagter and George Bennett. With small fields

this seemed to be adequate.

The growth spurt which began in 2006 prompted Rod Martin to upgrade his role to that of Race Director,

for which he had much experience with SARRC events such as the Greenbelt Half Marathon and Beach Bash

as well as numerous other volunteer roles in everything else. After each Fanatics run he wrote a report of

how it went and things which need attention next time. He also noted the weather conditions and numbers

of participants and times recorded.

Rod Martin’s first Race Director’s report - 2007
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The number of participants had nearly doubled in 2007, from 32 to 57 and probably caught Rod by surprise

but the number of drink cups (25) seemed adequate. Rod noted that a few people got lost, failing to turn

right at Frederick Road, which was easy to do, and some better marking was required there.

The report for 2008 (below) was more detailed and became a template for all future reports, with

variations for year to year as required.

In a typical year Rod would get up some time between 3 and 4 am and arrive at the course by 4:30 am to

put out the water and course markers. In 2008 participation had risen sharply again, to 95 and the event

went without mishap although Rod noted that water at one of the bus stops had been “vandalised by a

drunk”. Only one person took a wrong turn and that was near the finish.

The event received press coverage in 2008 with the following article in The Advertiser which features an

interview with John Glowik who was doing his fifth Fanatics Half Marathon:

This was the first year of additional results unearthed by Doug Kewley and they reveal that Michael Varney

was the first finisher in the half marathon with 1:19:37, nine minutes ahead of Matt Kursele. Nicole

Butterfield (1:32:19) had a similar margin over Penny Marlowe. A runner recorded as B Fennell was first

back in the 13 km option in 56:42 and Hilary Winchester was the lone finisher in the 8km with 1:23:40.
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In 2009 Rod’s report noted that some people brought along food and drinks which included coffee, tea and

champagne. These helpers included Sonya, Sally, David Close, John Glowik and Bronwyn. He also noted that

there were “100 plus” helpers and starters and 40 maps are needed.

This year featured another press article and a photo of six well known “Fanatics” led by the irrepressible

Sally Buckett. The article incorrectly said the event “fizzled out” for a few years before being revived around

1994. However Gil McIntosh was involved until 1996 and said recently “I never thought it was dying”.

From left: David Close, Lorraine Tyler, Sally Buckett, John Glowik (at the back), Dean Elliott

and Marg Beagley

Further new results show that Michael Keyte finished the half marathon in 1:23:38, well ahead of Simon

Schubert (1:25:12) and Dean Elliott (1:28:40), while Lauren Gillis with 1:29:11 had a two minute margin

over Nicole Butterfield with Emma Di Fabrio in third place four minutes later. Julie Stevens finished the

8.3km run in 38:21 which remains the fastest time for women over that distance.

The 2010 report was almost identical to the previous year, with the same number of starters and similar

weather conditions. Rod noted that Ted Jones helped with marshalling and water stops and Tony Ashwell

rode the course on his motor bike to give assistance where needed. One change was to begin marking the

course with chalked arrows the day before, although this was thwarted somewhat by the heavy Christmas

shopping traffic driving over the arrows. A total of 69 people recorded their times on the sheets.

Adam Kerin led the men’s division with a time of 1:23:11 while Nicole Butterfield ran 1:30:56 to be the first

woman across the line. In the 13km run Derek O’Donnell recorded 56:52 and Toni Fotheringham 1:15:13,

while the 8km leaders were Tom Vasic in 47:00 and Elizabeth Brumby with 1:02:59. Considering there were

“100 plus” starters it seems that about two thirds of the field were motivated to write down their times.

From 2010 an additional source of results in the Fanatics events were those entered in GPS software such

as Strava and many people choose to make them available for everyone to view. This new resource has
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been used to add about 100 times to the data base. Another advantage is that the distances of the courses

can be obtained to an accuracy of about 100 metres with the result that people are definitely running the

half marathon distance and the other courses turn out to be at least 13.4 and 8.3 km respectively.

By 2011 the field had grown to “120 plus” including several latecomers. It was a warm morning, being 21C

at the start with 7/8 cloud cover. Again about half a dozen people donated goodies and all 16 litres of

cordial was consumed. Rod noted that quite a few people dressed for the occasion with hats and clothing

but Graham (Tottey) was “the hit of the show in a blow up Santa suit!”

Graham Tottey in 2011 when he somehow ran the half in an astonishing 1:39

Harley Vegan (1:21:17) and Nusha Lavender (1:33:45) had the fastest recorded results for the half

marathon. John Lawrence ran 1:06:18 and Angela Digiacomo 1:12:50 in the 13km event, while Neil

Donaldson (45:23) was the fastest of three people to record their times in the 8km.

In his report Rod Martin noted the well known axiom:

“Don’t change anything. If it ain’t broke – don’t fix it”

He was clearly satisfied that his current arrangements were adequate. However he hadn’t figured on a chap

called Murphy!

In 2012 the numbers jumped to “about 200” and this meant that Rod was unable to leave his water station

at the corner of Military Rd and West Lakes Boulevard early enough to get back to the finish to record times

for those doing the shorter runs. He may need to recruit a timekeeper. He noted that the traditional singing

of “O Come All Ye Faithful” was “pathetic” because no-one wanted to make a fool of themselves. He would

pass out word sheets next year and possibly have a tape recording of the carol. Other than that he wrote

that most people enjoyed the day and said so.

Further newly found results show that John Csongei was first in 1:19:07, a kilometre ahead of Cameron

Brown with 1:24:00 and Andrew McCracken third in 1:24:17. Karen Sawyer led the women with 1:33:22

from Asher Reynolds who recorded 1:36:00. Elizabeth Slattery led the entire field in the 13km with a time

of 1:01:35 from Di Johns (1:02:00) and Brendan Douglas (1:04:17).
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They got the carol singing right in 2013. An unofficial choir must have been practising in the days leading up

to Christmas as Rod wrote “the Christmas carol was excellent, best ever due to the ‘Group’ that sang loud

and clear in the front of the crowd.”

The temperature at the start was 16C and Rod was able to count the number of participants accurately

using a hand counter and it turned out there were 182 starters. Overall, Rod noted “A GREAT DAY”.

Updated results show that John Csongei ran the fastest time since 1983 with 1:15:45 and finished a

kilometre ahead of Michael Keyte with 1:19:26 and Mike Boundy in 1:20:04. Karen Sawyer was again the

leading woman with 1:36:26, well ahead of Michelle Abbott (1:40:45) and Bronwyn Young (1:41:21). In the

other distances only Strava results are available and these show that Di Johns was the leader in the 13km

with 58:45 and Louise Nickson ran 39:46 to be fastest recorded in the 8km event.

The Fanatics runs in 2014 drew the largest field to date with 201 starters and 109 times have been found,

90 written on the sheets and a further 19 from Strava. Rod was well prepared with 30 litres of water and

300 cups at each of the first two drink stations and 20 litres/200 cups at Bower Road for the half

marathoners. He even used four “Runners on track” signs, always a sensible precaution.

The carol singing was once again excellent and soon after John Csongei dashed away to record the third of

his six consecutive wins in what turned out to be his fastest time, 1:13:05. Harley Vegan stayed with John

for a short while and then settled into his own run to finish in 1:19:45. The fastest woman was Kylie Angas

with 1:34:55, comfortably ahead of Bronwyn Young (1:37:45) and Melanie Laurencic twelve seconds

further back. Cameron England was first in the 13km run with a time of 1:03:16 and Prue Mudge ran it in

1:08:59 to lead the women home. In the 8km loop Randell Taylor (35:18) and Elizabeth Slattery (39:39)

were the first two to finish.

Many photos of the 2014 Fanatics event can be found on the SARRC web site. The photographer is

unknown.

Pre-run briefing, 2014

A few of the participants include from left, Toni Fotheringham, Guy Schubert,

Howard Norton (leaning on the post), Hoa Banh (blue backpack),

Andreas Nuryanto (white shirt) and Ziad Junblat (brown cap).
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The start, 2014

Away to a fast start is John Csongei with runner-up Harley Vegan (green and black singlet) following

In the middle of the pack it’s all smiles led by Donna Alessio at far left and Shelley Harrington in

purple shorts
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After many years of cool weather for Christmas Day the forecast maximum for 2015 was 39C and it was

already 26C at 6am but luckily an overcast sky made conditions more bearable. There was a light wind from

the north but the forecast was for stronger winds later on. Rod Martin noted that numbers were down,

possibly because of the hot weather. He counted 151 participants as they passed the first drink stop at the

corner of West Lakes Boulevard and Military Road. One runner was injured and stopped to help Rod hand

out water which was a great help.

As in previous years Harry and Nick looked after the other drink stops and David Close helped Rod mark the

course on Christmas Eve, but at 6am as the forecast maximum was also 39C. That worked out well and they

only took 70 minutes to complete the task.

John Csongei was slower than the previous year with a time of 1:15:48 which he was happy with, noting in

his Strava entry “Hot northerly which is the least favourable for that course (but) good first sustained effort

for this build up.” He finished nearly five minutes ahead of Mitchell Sharkey, with Cameron Brown a further

five minutes back in third place. Karen Sawyer was first in the women’s division with 1:33:24, well ahead of

Sinead Noonan (1:41:07) and Bronwyn Young and Melanie Laurencic who finished together in 1:41:23.

In the 13km run John Anderson recorded the fastest time with 1:05:50 while Sarah Grasby placed next with

1:11:51. Louise Nickson once again took out the 8km run with a time of 41:08, from Eloise Fletcher in 42:02

and Neil Fletcher 42:05.

Rod remarked in his race report that it was “an enjoyable morning, with lots of people commenting on

another great event and staying for post race refreshments.”

The forecast maximum for Christmas Day 2016 was even hotter, at 41C. Fortunately it was a cool morning,

being only 17C at 6am and climbing to 21C by 8am, so there were no heat-related issues. Rod did not push

publicity for the Fanatics event because of the expected hot day and he counted 134 participants.

Arrangements were much the same as in previous years, but with Sputnik tending to the Bower Road drink

stop. Christmas this year happened to be on a Sunday and for Rod and David, marking the course the

previous day proved hazardous along Military Road because of a Saturday morning cycling event with an

estimated 150 bikes to contend with.

John Csongei again ran fast and almost matched his 2014 time with 1:13:31. He may well have beaten that

time if he didn’t have to stop to tie his shoelaces, on each shoe! Matt Fenech was next in 1:18:51 and Reece

Wright third in 1:22:20. In the women’s run Bronwyn Young ran a strong 1:29:04 to beat Sarah Harvey in

1:36:19 and Marni Nicholls in 1:41:18. In the 13km run Jed Stanford ran 54:14 while Louise Nickson, moving

up in distance, was first woman in 1:01:20 just ahead of Alexis Gillham. Stuart Gepp was first in the 8km

loop, with a time of 35:24 and Elle Gepp was first woman in 41:26.

Sometimes people who live nearby start the Fanatics with everyone else but finish near their home. Lauren

Rooke ran 8km until the turn at Bartley Terrace in a time of 37:10.

Cooler weather prevailed in 2017 after the heat of the previous two years. It was 14C at 6am, rising to 18C

by 9am and described by Rod as “a beautiful morning for running.” Rod got them started using a PA system

provided by Greg Schulz, as he had done in the past few years.

Rod noted that a young couple on holiday from Sydney were at the start when he arrived at 5:20am! After

their run they congratulated the volunteer team for putting on a “unique event”, saying there was nothing

like this is Sydney.
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2017 Fanatics start

Soon after starting with a big grin from Marni Nicholls in the red Adelaide Harriers singlet

The field was slightly down on 2016 with 130 participants. John Csongei ran his slowest time since 2012 in

winning the half marathon in 1:16:14 but was still able to put a kilometre between himself and second

placegetter Shannon Govindan who clocked 1:20:02, with Mitch Durbridge about three hundred metres

further back for third in 1:21:05. Bronwyn Young once again took out the women’s race in 1:32:30, well

ahead of Marni Nicholls in 1:38:43 and Stephanie Long with 1:42:22.

Victoria Allen (1:01:04) and Gordon Knight (1:01:44) were fastest in the 13km run while Jed Stanford ran a

very fast 29:40 in the 8km to win by four minutes from Stuart Gepp (33:43). The women’s 8km was won by

Sarah Ryan in 42:26 from Elle Gepp with 44:04.

The number of participants continued to fall in 2018, with only 117 taking part. Rod Martin suspects the

advent of Parkruns on Christmas Day may have been responsible. The downwards trend is consistent with a

decline in participation in running events on the road since the middle of the decade, but the number is still

healthy and Rod did point out that there were about a half dozen new starters “so the word must still be

out there.”

The temperature at the start was 19C and was forecast to reach 35C later in the day. It was sunny and calm,

making conditions ideal.

Tending to the drink stations were Elizabeth Slattery on Bower Road, Harry Waterhouse on Bartley Terrace

and Rod Martin on the corner of Military Road and West Lakes Boulevard. As in previous years the course

was marked out the day before by Rod, David Close and Andreas Nuryanto. Greg Schulz again provided the

PA system and many people brought along goodies and drinks were donated by the SARRC.
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The fastest recorded time in the half marathon was by Tyler Burrowes with 1:21:20, comfortably ahead of

Mitchell Sharkey (1:24:34) and Scott Schubert (1:25:38). Marni Nicholls took out the women’s race in

1:41:06, just ahead of Amber Heaft (1:42:49) and near enough to a dead heat for third with Eloise Lutz and

Claire Tallent both just under 1:45. Overall there were 43 finishing times recorded for the half marathon.

The two shorter distances had grown in popularity in recent years with an average of more than 20

recorded finishers since 2016 for each course. In 2018 Charmaine Symons ran the 13km distance in 1:03:14,

nearly a minute ahead of Alexis Gillham (1:04:11) and Riesje Al in 1:04:30. Dean Elliott was the first of the

men in 1:05:52. Ultra runner extraordinaire David Billett took a pedestrian 2:12:56 to cover the 13km,

claiming “slow walking” was responsible!

In the 8km loop Jed Stanford again ran a swift, but slightly slower time than in 2017 to record 30:55, well

ahead of Fearun Kelly in 40:01. Louise Nickson was next in 41:40, followed several minutes later by Karen

Ross and her friend Carly in 48:05. Karen noted in her Strava entry “more talking than running” and I’m

afraid that I was responsible for much of the talking along Military Road as I quizzed them about their

triathlon experience in Cairns! Earlier Carly had wondered about the history of the Fanatics, blissfully

unaware that she was talking to the very person who would end up writing it!

2019 Fanatics

You could not ask for better weather in which to run this event in both senses of the word with an

overnight minimum of 20C, a clear sky and absolutely calm conditions. Even the flies stayed away!

As in past years Rod Martin and David Close had been there at 6am the previous day to mark the course

and look for any unwanted distractions such as road or pathway works as well as ensuring all the usual

toilets were still available. Around ten to six on Christmas morning Rod said “numbers are down this year”

with only about thirty people around but I reassured him (with some optimism) that it was now like the

Parkrun and everyone would suddenly emerge in the next five minutes. Sure enough, the number had

doubled by the time of the carol singing and tripled for the start, as shown in the photo.

This photo taken by Melanie Taylor to record Randell Taylor (in purple to the right of the man in the

black singlet and yellow shoes) starting the 2019 Fanatics Half Marathon also captured the pleasant

conditions and the continuing popularity of the event.
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In the end Rod’s clicker had registered 108 people at the West Lakes Boulevard drink stop and I noted some

extra, early starters. The final tally was just a few short of that for 2018 and with several hundred people

taking part in various Parkruns around Adelaide the attendance at the Fanatics was still healthy.

In his third Fanatics half marathon Reece Wright took line honours for the first time with a well run 1:24:01,

comfortably ahead of Nick Muxlow in 1:25:00 and Scott Schubert with 1:26:55. Marni Nicholls ran her

fastest time on the course in 1:37:38 to hold off Bronwyn Young about 150m behind in 1:38:16, with Amber

Heaft in third place in 1:42:30.

The 13km run was won by Karen Pienaar in the quick time of 1:00:42 to place her second on the list of

fastest times overall. Karen was well ahead of Riesje Al who equalled her time of last year with 1:04:30 and

third was Veronica Lee whose 1:06:42 also earned her a place on the list. Dean Elliott, in at least his

thirteenth Fanatics appearance according to the available results, was the first man in 1:05:02, ahead of

Dan Beck in 1:06:18 and John Anderson with 1:07:03.

The men dominated the 8km option with Jed Stanford once again taking line honours with 30:55, ahead of

Ortal Raiklin in 33:44 and Daniel Charles in 40:47. These performances by Ortal and Daniel, as well as fourth

placed Oliver Wieczorek (41:34) put them on the fastest times listing. Patricia Laird was first woman in

45:06 followed by Kate Creasey in 49:38. It would appear that Rebeckah Buiden was third in 50 minutes

(and some seconds) if our interpretation of her handwriting is correct!

For the first time we have a guest appearance in the results as Toni Fotheringham entered Ruby, her

Kelpie’s run on the sheet as 1:25:36 for the 13km they both covered.

The Fanatics Half Marathon has now been going for 39 years and has the rare distinction of being on almost

exactly the same course all that time with variations being minor – a slight adjustment to the turnaround

point in Bartley Terrace, a move to the since-constructed footpath on Old Port Road and some changes to

the start line in the early years. It has never seemed to bother the local authorities and residents along the

course accept it, no doubt with a bemused shake of the head. Occasionally a police officer will make a

friendly enquiry about what’s going on and then leave us alone to do our own fanatical thing!
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PROFILES

Gil McIntosh

Fair exchange – Gil McIntosh (left) presents Ian Hill

with his 1983 certificate in return for a carton of beer,

as per the 1996 certificate bribe! Photo taken by

Margaret McIntosh, 2
nd

April 2019

Jessica Lea

Adelaide Harriers 1980 Gawler Relays team:

Back row: Debbie Ralph, unknown, Stacey Lovell,

Jessica Lea. Front row: Sue Halpin, Maureen Moyle,

Latonia Jellett, Cathy Gatt. Photo courtesy M. Moyle

Peter Schultz

Gil is a Life Member of Adelaide Harriers Athletics Club

and one of only three people to have finished every

City-Bay 12km Fun Run since it started in 1973, along

with Peter Jenner and Tony Heard, which is now 47

times. He also completed all three Bay-City 12km runs

from 2015-17. Gil has a marathon PB of 2:50:03 at the

Olympic Tyres Marathon in Melbourne on 22

November 1981, just five weeks before the first

Fanatics Marathon. He forgot about the final 385

yards added to the 26 mile course until it was too late

and this cost him a sub 2:50! At his retirement

function after 40 years with ETSA Gil was staggered to

hear the boss say that he founded the Fanatics

Marathon. Someone had done their homework!

Gil agrees that if Jess (top right in photo) hadn’t asked

him that all-important question about his Christmas

Day activities at Harriers’ training in December 1981

the Fanatics would never have happened. Jess began

at Adelaide Harriers as a young girl and progressed

from sprints and middle distance to the marathon and

ran her first one in Melbourne in October 1981 in

3:33:39. In 1982 she finished fifth in the SA State

Marathon in 3:23:50 and was selected in the SA Team

to run in the Australian Championship in Brisbane,

which also served as the Commonwealth Games trial.

Jess finished 11
th

in a PB of 3:15:07 and subsequently

retired from marathon running.

Peter Schultz (Enfield Harriers) emerged from relative obscurity as a 2:50

marathoner in the Adelaide Marathon in August 1981 to win the inaugural

Adelaide-Victor Harbor 90km Ultra Marathon in October 1981 and after

“jogging” the first marathon with Gil McIntosh he upped the pace to run 2:55

for the second marathon! He then ran 2:32:39 at the Fanatics on Christmas Day

1981, a breakthrough performance which inspired many others to believe that

2:30 was possible. Peter went on to run 2:24:44 in Adelaide in 1983, still the

record for an SA resident. He also set an Australian record for 100 miles in

under 14 hours at the Adelaide Harriers track in a 24 hour event.

Left: Peter Schultz appeared on the cover of Omega magazine in July 1985. He

was running for South Australia in the 1983 national marathon in Sydney.
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Anne Mann

Rod Martin

David Close

Anne Mann (Adelaide Harriers) ran a PB of 3:10:57 in the inaugural

1981 Fanatics Marathon and this set her up for a subsequent string

of sub three hour PBs in 1982, with times of 2:56:16 (Canberra, 3
rd

),

2:56:48 (SA State, 1
st

), 2:55:33 (Nationals, 2
nd

), 2:52:24 (Adelaide,

1
st

) and finally 2:48:24 (Melbourne, 5
th

). Starting in 1979, Anne ran

13 marathons in all and retired at the end of 1982 to pursue her

profession as a doctor.

Left: Anne Mann winning the 1982 Adelaide Marathon in 2:52:24 on

a day when it was 28C. Photo – SARRC

Rod Martin has been a member of the SARRC since 1981 and was

one of the first to be awarded Life Membership of the Club, in

1995. He is a tireless, behind-the-scenes worker and promoter for

running in general, including ‘shepherding’ the Athelstone group

since 1982 and organising the successful Easter Bun Run. In

addition to taking Start Running classes and being Race Director for

the Greenbelt Half Marathon and most of the Beach Bashes, he has

measured many of the Club’s courses. Rod’s achievements include

a marathon best of 2:53:07 (1987 World Masters, Melbourne), half

marathon best of 1:21:50 and 10km best of 37:05. In 2017 Rod

completed the Yurrebilla 56km Trail Ultra in 9:26:05 at age 78, an

age group record and he repeated this feat in 2019 at age 80 years.

Left: Rod Martin finishing the 1985 Adelaide Marathon in 2:56:56,

his first time under three hours. Photo – SARRC

David Close, then aged nearly 60, resumed running in the 2002 City-

Bay at the suggestion of an aerobics trainer. He had previously run

as a teenager. He became hooked on running – chiefly middle

distance and then progressed to marathons and ultra marathons.

David’s marathon PB is 3:37:32 in Canberra in 2008 and he

considers his best ultra performance was 5:38 for the 45km 6 Foot

Track in 2009. He runs mainly on trails and is a founder-member of

Trail Running SA, where he’s been actively involved for the last six

years. David was awarded Life Membership of the SARRC in 2012

for his services in the promotion and race director of Yurrebilla and

other trail events. He was also a Board member for two years.

Left: David Close at the Long Ridge Track in May 2014.
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APPENDIX

Graph showing participation

Total participation is accurate for all years from 2000. Several earlier years are estimated from the results

of people who ran the marathon or half marathon and Gil McIntosh’s recollection that it was always above

a dozen. There is reliable data for the shorter runs from 2004 when self-recording of results began and

from that time about half to two-thirds of finishers wrote down their times and any variation to their

distance. From 2010 people also entered their run on GPS software such as Strava and these results have

been added to the overall data base, which now has 1229 individual finish results over all distances.

Fastest Times

These lists are not rankings but rather are compiled on a face value basis only, meaning that there is likely

to have been variations in the actual distance run from year to year, particularly before 2010. Also the

nature of this social event means that due diligence applicable to organised races over the marathon and

half marathon distances is not observed. In other words, it’s an honour system. Nevertheless the data is of

sufficient quality to warrant a semi-serious listing for each distance.

Marathon

Peter Schultz 1982 2:29:50 Anne Mann 1981 3:10:51

John Carlton 1983 2:47:36 Anne Ashwell 1985 4:04:20

Tony McCool 1983 2:49:41 Helen O’Connor 1985 4:04:20

Gil McIntosh 1981 2:52:51

James Sheridan 1982 2:52:59 Note: It is known that Andrew McComb (senior)

Peri Nicol 1982 2:54:59 finished a Fanatics marathon but the year and

Roy Sutcliffe 1983 2:59:59 his time are unknown.

Steve Bray 1990 3:04:20

Dave Mallett 1981 3:10:34

Shane Sody 1985 3:17:33

Greg Coulter 1988 3:25:16

Ross Martin 1981 3:45:16

Tony Ashwell 1981 3:58:47

Bob Wiese 1987 4:16:27
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Half Marathon

Ian Hill 1983 1:10:37 Steph Gaskell 2006 1:25:58

Joe Petkovic 1983 1:11:29 Desiree Letherby 1981 1:27:12

John Csongei 2014 1:13:05 Bronwyn Young 2016 1:29:04

Frank Howitt 1987 1:18:43 Lauren Gillis 2009 1:29:11

Matthew Fenech 2016 1:18:51 Nicole Butterfield 2010 1:30:56

Michael Keyte 2013 1:19:26 Mollie Whitehorn 1988 1:32:48

Michael Varney 2008 1:19:37 Elizabeth Slattery 2006 1:32:54

Harley Vegan 2014 1:19:45 Karen Sawyer 2012 1:33:22

John Perry 1981 1:19:59 Marcia Sheer 1988 1:33:42

Shannon Govindan 2017 1:20:02 Nusha Lavender 2011 1:33:45

Mike Boundy 2013 1:20:03 Candi Charles 1987 1:34:18

Mitchell Sharkey 2015 1:20:33 Cathy Ludbrook 1987 1:34:18

Ray Bartley 1987 1:20:43 Ros Hancock 1988 1:34:26

Mitch Durbridge 2017 1:21:05 Kylie Angas 2014 1:34:55

Brendan Martin 2013 1:21:11 Emma Di Fabrio 2009 1:35:34

Tyler Burrowes 2018 1:21:20 Kay Haarsma 1981 1:35:49

Steve Dunn 1988 1:22:07 Asher Reynolds 2012 1:36:00

13.4 km

Jed Stanford 2016 54:14 Di Johns 2013 58:45

B. Fennell 2008 56:42 Karen Pienaar 2019 1:00:42

Derek O’Donnell 2010 56:52 Victoria Allan 2017 1:01:04

Cameron Brown 2016 59:26 Louise Nickson 2016 1:01:20

Wayne Armitage 2016 59:31 Alexis Gillham 2016 1:01:30

Dean Elliott 2016 1:01:14 Elizabeth Slattery 2012 1:01:35

Gordon Knight 2017 1:01:44 Chiara Davirno 2009 1:02:20

Lance Cochrane 2009 1:02:21 Charmaine Symons 2018 1:03:14

Cameron England 2014 1:03:16 Jesse Anderson 2017 1:04:30

Paul Smith 2017 1:03:58 Riesje Al 2018 1:04:30

Brendan Douglas 2012 1:04:17 Renae Klemasz 2008 1:04:42

David Figg 2012 1:04:45 Veronica Lee 2019 1:06:42

8.3 km

Jed Stanford 2017 29:40 Julie Stevens 2009 38:21

Stuart Gepp 2017 33:43 Elizabeth Slattery 2014 39:39

Ortal Raiklin 2019 33:44 Louise Nickson 2013 39:46

Randell Taylor 2014 35:18 Amanda Allen 2009 39:53

Fearun Kelly 2016 36:42 Elle Gepp 2016 41:26

Adrian Simpkins 2017 37:43 Eloise Fletcher 2015 42:02

Daniel Charles 2019 40:47 Sarah Ryan 2017 42:26

Oliver Wieczorek 2019 41:34 Bel O’Mahoney 2015 42:59

Neil Fletcher 2015 42:05 Emily Wilson 2016 43:20

Ryan Cusack 2017 42:23 Gina Greco 2016 43:43

The nature of self recording results means that handwriting must be interpreted. Apologies to anyone

whose name is spelled incorrectly and also if anyone is on the wrong side of these lists! Please advise of

the correct situation and if there are any other errors. I can be contacted via the SARRC – Ian.
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